EXCURSION

RAFTING ON THE RIVER CETINA

RAFTING ON THE RIVER CETINA
Escape hot summer city streets for an exciting
white-water rafting tour on the river Cetina!
The Cetina river runs through the most beautiful
canyon in Croatia and offers you numerous rapids for your rafting enjoyment only a few kilometers away from the sea. The magnificent scenery
of impressive cliffs, playful waterfalls and rapids,
contrast of the sea, the river and the mountains
surrounding it as well as the close vicinity to the
medieval pirates’ nest – the city of Omiš, makes it
a perfect destination for all adventure lovers.

Zagreb

60 €
Price per person
(min. 4 pax)
Split

Cetina (Rafting)
Included:

Necessary equipment:

• Transfer to the start point, insurance,
rafting lesson, raft driving with a skipper, safety vest, helmet and transfer
from the finish point to the hotel.

• Reserve clothes (it is necessary to
change after rafting), waterproof
sneakers.
• The special equipment (safety vest and
helmet) is provided by the organizer.

Optional:
• Traditional lunch in restaurant Radmanove Mlinice

Itinerary:

RAFTING ON THE RIVER CETINA
Rafting on the river Cetina, not far from Omiš, has
recently become the favorite recreational activity
for the tourists and adventurers who spend their
holidays on the Adriatic coast. The river Cetina
is situated between Split and Makarska. Its water level is controlled by the hydroelectric power
plant so during summer, when the water level of
other rivers is low, this river offers good rafting. It
is also near the sea, so the mild Mediterranean climate allows the rafting throughout the whole year.
The Cetina offers a great fun and refreshment during hot summer days. But in springtime the floods
fill the riverbed and the river becomes wild. The
quiet parts of the river and the second and third
grade rapids enable a three hour combination of
adventure and relaxation in the amazing Cetina
river canyon.The whole course of the Cetina is
crystally clean and clear, rich with unforgettable
scenery of impressive cliffs, playful waterfalls and
numerous rapids.

After early breakfast, you will be transfered from
the hotel to the starting point where you will get
skipper’s short lesson followed by equipment
adaptation, getting on the raft and sailing downstream to Radmanove Mlinice.
Refreshment with organic, local food and drinks
is included. If you are interested we can organize
going down waterfall “Velika Gubavica” by rope
and dinner in the local restaurant with lodging,
where you can try homemade wine and specialities of the ancient principality of Poljica. It is possible to organise lunch after arriving to the finish
line in Radmanove mlinice.
Your camera or video camera is your own responsibility, but we insure waterproof bags in the case
you don’t take them with you.
Transfer to the place where you stay.
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